
Tabletop Scenario: Russia as Aggressor
Scenario Title: Operation Winter's Veil

Overview: In an orchestrated effort to assert its geopolitical influence and destabilize perceived
adversaries, Russia initiates Operation Winter's Veil. This cyber operation targets the energy
sectors of European countries amid the winter season, aiming to disrupt energy supplies and
create a crisis situation that could force political concessions.

Targets: The main targets are energy distribution networks and control systems of countries in
Eastern Europe, chosen for their strategic geopolitical significance and the potential impact of
energy disruptions during peak winter demand.

Attack Sequence:
Preparation and Reconnaissance: Russian cyber units conduct extensive reconnaissance to
identify vulnerabilities in the energy sector's network infrastructure.

Exploitation and Access: Leveraging sophisticated cyber tools, operatives exploit identified
vulnerabilities to gain unauthorized access to energy control systems.

Deployment of Disruptive Malware: Customized malware is deployed to disrupt energy
management systems, causing blackouts and hindering repair efforts.

Ransomware as a Secondary Objective: To compound the disruption and mask the primary
objective, ransomware is deployed in non-critical systems, drawing attention away from the
sabotage efforts.

Tactical Objectives:
Induce a crisis situation that pressures affected governments into making concessions favorable
to Russian interests.

Demonstrate Russia's cyber capabilities to international observers, reinforcing its position as a
formidable cyber power.



Tabletop Scenario: Russia as Victim
Scenario Title: Operation Bear Trap

Overview:
Russia becomes the target of a sophisticated cyber espionage campaign, dubbed Operation
Bear Trap, believed to be orchestrated by a coalition of Western intelligence agencies. The
operation aims to infiltrate Russian military and intelligence networks to gather sensitive
information and undermine Russia's strategic capabilities.

Attack Vector: The adversaries employ a multi-faceted approach, combining spear-phishing
attacks, zero-day exploits, and supply chain compromises to breach Russian defense networks.

Detection and Response:
Immediate Incident Response: Upon detecting suspicious activities, Russian cybersecurity
teams initiate incident response protocols to contain the breach and assess the scope of
infiltration.

Counter-Intelligence Operations: Russia activates its counter-intelligence mechanisms to
identify the operatives and entities behind the espionage campaign.

Retaliatory Cyber Operations: In line with its doctrine of tactical adversarial countermeasures,
Russia prepares a series of covert cyber operations aimed at the critical infrastructure and
intelligence assets of the coalition countries, designed to disrupt their capabilities and serve as a
warning against further provocations.

Information Warfare and PsyOps: To counteract the narrative and mitigate the impact of the
espionage campaign, Russia employs information warfare tactics, releasing disinformation to
question the credibility of the leaked information and sow discord among the coalition countries.

Strategic Objectives:
● Rapidly neutralize the espionage threat and prevent the exfiltration of sensitive

information.

● Retaliate against the perpetrators to deter future cyber espionage activities against
Russian interests.

● Leverage information warfare to control the narrative and maintain a position of strength
in the face of international scrutiny.

Conclusion:



These scenarios exemplify Russia's dual role in the cyber domain, highlighting its capacity to
conduct sophisticated cyber operations to advance its geopolitical ambitions, as well as its
readiness to deploy tactical adversarial countermeasures in response to cyber threats.
Operation Winter's Veil illustrates Russia's strategic use of cyber operations to disrupt and
coerce, while Operation Bear Trap underscores its defensive posture and the complex interplay
of offense, defense, and information warfare in safeguarding national interests.


